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Connecting and 

Inspiring People

Invaluable Partner on 

Our Customers’ Journey

Deliver World-Class Service

See the Big Picture

Value People

Drive Results

Do the Right Thing

Purpose

Mission

Values

How we will positively impact the world

What we do every day

The way we work
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Corporate Citizenship
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Serving The Community

From providing job shadowing 
opportunities to students, 
producing and volunteering for 
charity events, to fundraising 
for worthy causes, Encore 
professionals value the 
responsibility of making the 
world a better place.

Energy Star Compliance

Encore makes every effort to purchase 
Energy Star-compliant equipment, which 
is the most environmentally responsible 
technology available. Additionally, we 
seek Restriction of Hazardous 
Substances-compliant products, which 
are manufactured with the use of 
minimally hazardous materials.

Green Goals

We’ll help you achieve your green 
goals by incorporating equipment that 
requires the least amount of power, 
such as LED lighting, which uses six 
times less power per unit than other 
lighting options. We also offer post-
consumer recycled flipchart paper, 
whiteboards and other sustainable 
meeting supplies.

Sustainability Efforts

Generally, modern technology offers 
greater energy savings, so Encore 
continually evaluates equipment, 
including lifespan, Energy Star 
compliance, and power consumption to 
introduce more efficient options. We 
encourage our customers to source their 
equipment and technicians locally to 
avoid the environmental impact from 
shipping and long-distance traveling.

Aspiring For The Greater Good 
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Green Policy
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Donations

Encore donates old items 
being retired to charities. 
While donation is not currently 
a corporate mandate, Encore 
rarely denies a request from a 
location to do so with items 
approved for retirement.

Safe Disposal

Encore actively supports a policy of 
reduce, reuse, and recycle. This ranges 
from equipment to rechargeable 
batteries to bulbs. We have partnered 
with Waste Management Corporation to 
ensure environmentally safe disposal of 
our e-waste.

Responsible Sourcing

Our purchasing policies include 
sourcing the most environmentally 
friendly equipment up front. For our 
electronic products, this will include 
Energy Star and/or RoHS (Restriction 
of Hazardous Substances) compliant 
purchases. For consumables, we 
prioritize and measure recyclable 
consumption.

Sustainability Practice

This includes following CIC (Convention 
Industry Council) green 
recommendations for our internal 
meetings, pursuing recycling 
opportunities at our major offices, and 
prioritizing purchases of recycled 
materials for internal consumption 
wherever possible.

Aspiring For The Greater Good 
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Sustainability
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We Connect and Inspire People to better our world. Encore recognizes that our world needs to be protected. We are reducing our carbon 
footprint and offering products and services that will help to reduce yours. 

Facilities

> Energy Conservation

> LED Fixtures

> Comprehensive Recycling Program

Fleet

> Fuel Conservation

> Idle Time Reduction

> Route Optimization

> Fleet Age Management

Venues

> Energy Conservation

> VOC Reduction

> Lighthouse Paper Reduction

> Battery Recycling

> Resell vs. Retire

Reduce. Reuse. Recycle.
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Facilities
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Sustainability Conscience

Facilities: Our Offices and Branch Warehouse Facilities

We maintain a focus on ways to identify areas of opportunity to 
conserve fuel intake trucks and other vehicles. Here are the steps we 
take to help our fleet services be more conscious of sustainability: 

> We have in place a comprehensive recycling programs in 
conjunction with waste management.

> Use LED light fixtures for energy conservation

> Provide HVAC systems that are optimized or energy conservation

> We try to reduce utility consumption with lights on motion sensors, 
centralized thermostats, equipment like copiers have energy saving 
mode installed, and phone systems, lights, HVAC turn off at 
scheduled time each night to conserve energy
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Facilities
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Reducing Our Carbon Footprint

Fleet Services

We understand that the first step to reducing our carbon footprint is 
through our Offices and Branches. Here are the steps we take within 
our facilities to help make our word better:

> We utilize telematics data to minimise idle time, which results in 
less environmental burden

> Through our Fleet Management supplier, we analyse data to 
identify areas of opportunity for greater fuel economy

> We use routing software for delivery route optimization and for 
greater fuel conservation

> Any new leases on our fleets are being setup as closed ends –
allowing us to retire vehicles before fuel economy and emissions 
become a concern.
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Venues
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High Quality with Low Environmental Risks

Focusing On Sustainability In Our Venues

We have introduced quality products that require less energy to operate and longer lifespans to reduce waste. 
Here are some examples below:

> Laser Projectors – Do not require bulb replacement and operate for 10K hours

> LED Up-lights – We convert traditional lamp-based fixtures over to LED based products for a longer light source life that 
require less power to run, as well as put off less heat. 85% of our Up-light inventory is LED

> Digital Conversion – Reduces paper consumption

> Chime – Go paperless throughout the event to eliminate wasteful program production by putting everything in the 
event app. Eliminate notepads by utilizing digital note taking. Use digital surveys to reduce the amount of paper used 
for attendee surveys.

> Batteries – Although Encore tries to use rechargeable batteries when applicable, there are instances when we need to use 
traditional batteries, therefore we have established proper steps to responsibly recycle these types of batteries.

> Reuse – We repair or attempt to repair equipment before replacing current models. Our venues also reuse flip charts and 
markers to reduce waste

> Resell versus retire – Encore has an aggressive eBay program to re-sell equipment that is no longer up to our standards, 
therefore instead of throwing the products away, they get a chance at a second life in a more suitable application.
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Diversity & Inclusion
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Promoting Diverse Thoughts and Unique 
Perspectives
At Encore, we believe that everyone should value people and work to foster a collaborative, 
inclusive and mutually supportive environment. Our culture is truly one of a kind and ensuring 
it is alive with diverse thoughts and unique perspectives – at all levels of our organization – is 
engrained in our core values, fueling our focus on you. The future of this industry is always 
evolving, and it’s only with an unwavering commitment to diversity and inclusion that we can 
constantly deliver world-class service and solutions to our clients around the world.

Encore’s Business Resource Groups (BRGs) serve as internal support communities, providing personal connections and affiliation for members who identify with or support 
others like themselves. Ultimately, this effort provides opportunities for conversations and growth amongst the broader organization.

People of Colour of Encore

This group gives voice to our team members of colour to 
bring awareness to under-represented groups and 
issues, promote development and advancement 
opportunities, create and implement more effective 
strategies to recruit diverse applicants, and identify 
success metrics for continued talent diversity.

Pride at Encore

Pride at Encore embraces consistent and 
symbiotic relationships with LGBTQ+ non-profit 
organizations and serves as a safe resource to bridge 
employee communications. We also use this platform to 
invest and participate in local and national LGBTQ+ 
organizations and events while promoting our 
dedication to inclusion and belonging.

Women of Encore

Women of Encore is a platform where women in the 
organization can feel empowered to share career 
aspirations, provide development opportunities and 
open a network of like-minded individuals to increase 
employee engagement.


